SUSTAINABILITY
Affecting Lasting Change

This is a big leadership puzzle

Capital spheres of influence:
- Marine
- Student
- Faculty
- University
- Industry
- State

How can we tap opportunities and change the game?

Inclusion

MIX of right practices + policy
Be strategic
Be patient
Be poised

Keep building an asset

Scale + impact

Achilles heel

2017 San Francisco
Working Students Success Network Reflections: A Trailblazer's View

Annie (Argentina) Colleges; Potentials: Challenges:

I Wished These Were Closer:
- Data to Collect
- Timelines
- Financial Considerations
- To Sift through One Team

Utilize Face-to-Face Meetings:
- There Are Valuable Resources Among the Other Students
- December with the other organizations

Communicate Effectively:
- Work Inclusively: from an Equity Mindset

Tips:
- Meet the Student Where They are: What They Need:
  - Be Patient
  - Know
  - Listen

There is No Single Magic Bullet

DREAM San Francisco
Achieving the Dream
WORKING STUDENTS SUCCESS NETWORK
SUSTAIN and GROW WSSN SUCCESS
Going Beyond Our Successes - Accomplishments

Key Outcomes of Success - Institutionalize

CHALLENGE
How We Build Our Capacity to Scale Our Impact to Serve Every Student

Focus: Persistence Completion, Beyond DREAM: San Francisco Achieving the Dream